To reset to play position, raise bridge to original position.

Bumblebee™
Missile launcher.

Optimus Prime™
Left arm: Pull back mace and release.
Right arm: Insert rocket. Press button to fire.

Bonecrusher™
Swinging arm attack.

Tournament Set
Includes figure and rulebook with quick-start guide.

Ages 6+
68282/68249 Asst.
P/N 6698200000
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Not suitable for children under 3 years because of small parts - choking hazard.
To reset to play position, press in button on bottom of game piece until it clicks.

Left arm: Pull arm back and release.

Right arm: Pull left arm back and release so that hook is against opponent’s figure. Pull end of hook back to knock figure over.

Target spots: opponents hit both spots to knock figure over.

NOTE: Must hit both target spots to knock figure over.